
ALLOY SEQUENCE - ALLOY SPIRAL
by T. R. Phillips

The Golden Mean, or Golden Section, is given in two numbers, approximately
618 (phi) and I 618 (Phi). These two numbers have many wonderful ways of combining
and recombining. At their most fundamental level, they are exact addends of the square
root of 5 Surely the simplest way to see the Golden Mean is to construct a square of area 5,
and then, inside it, construct a smaller square area 3, rotated so that the small square s
corners all touch the sides of the larger square:

Figure 1 - The sides of the larger square (area 5) are broken by the corners of the smaller
square (area 3) into phi and Phi.

Phi

Each side of the larger square is thus divided into a long section, length Phi, and a short
section length phi. The two squares exist in the proportion of their areas of A2 = JAi - 1,
where A^ is the area of the larger square and A± is the area of the smaller.

Phi and phi are exactly one unit apart Phi and phi are irrational numbers, and they
are not square roots of integers, but multiplied together they yield a rational number, and
the sum of their squares is a rational number. In these qualities, Phi and phi are not unique,
but members of an infinite sequential set (see Table 1}. Miloje Rakoceyic has called such
related numbers "Generalized Golden Mean," and "Golden mean per root." Some of these
numbers have metallic names, such as Silver Mean and Nickel Mean, and they are frequently
referred to as Metallic Means.
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Consider successively larger squares nested in the manner shown in Figure 1,
where the area of each larger square is two times the area of the smaller square less one
square unit For squares with areas of whole numbers, we must start with a square of area
2 units, because a unit square would not generate larger squares (2(1) -1=1}. The
sequence of square areas is Si, Sz, $3... where the areas of the squares follow the formula
Sz = 2Si -1 and £? = 2Sz -1, etc. Every even natural number initiates a separate integer
sequence: 2,3, 5,9,17,33... and 4, 7,13,25,49... and 6,11,21,41, 81... etc. All the
sequences thus formed continue to infinity. The squares will thus have their sides broken,
by the corners of the next smaller squares, into segments different by exactly one unit This
would generate all the values described by Rakocevic as "Golden mean per root," except for
the root 1.

If sequences of nested squares are actually drawn, certain considerations become
obvious. A square with area of one square unit is impossible to include in a sequence of
squares (Rakocevic's "Golden mean per root 1"), because the only square area that will not
generate more squares is exactly one. However, it cannot be said that the unit is left out of
this process. The sides of all the squares are broken into lengths exactly one unit apart.
The idea of the unit is also important in the comparative value, or beauty, of the different
Golden means per root There is widespread agreement that the Golden Mean is the most
beautiful. The Golden Mean exists in a vast ocean of numbers with many similar qualities;
the unique characteristic of the Golden Mean, alone of all these values, is that it generates
unit values (see Table 1}. Fascination with the subject of Means indicates that whole
natural-number products of irrational factors are very important to the human idea of
beauty. In the unique case of the Golden Mean, the exact unit comes about as the product of
two irrational values - what could be more beautiful than that? Rationality and unity
spring whole from the irrational in phi and Phi.

Another visual consideration that doesn't necessarily come from crunching the
numbers without drawing the squares is that there is no reason not to include the even-
number squares at the beginnings of each sequence. Rakocevic includes no means-per-root
of even numbers. The sides of a square with area 2 square units would be broken by the
logical smaller square (1 % square units) into the two lengths, approximately .2071067...
and 1.2071067... These irrational numbers share the propensity to generate rational
numbers along with the other means per root of the odd numbers (see Table 1).

1.2071067... is the quadriagon of an octagram, and it is also closely related to the
Silver Mean (one half) and a second cousin to the family of numbers known as the Pell
Series. There is no reason not to include the Golden mean per root of even natural
numbers in the sequences of drawn squares.

The following Figures are drawings of the nested squares. The Golden Means Per
Root as posited by Rakocevic are included in the values listed in Table 1 (except the Golden
Mean Per Root 1).



Figure 2 - The sequence of nested squares with areas 116,2,3,5,9,17,33,
The Quadriagon, Rakocevic's Golden Mean per root 3, the Golden Mean (Phi)
and Rakocevic 's Golden Mean per root 9 are highlighted in red.



Figure 3 - The sequence of nested squares with areas 216,4,7,13,25,49,
Rakocevic's Golden Mean per root 7, the Nickel Mean, and the 3,4,5 Triangle
are highlighted in red.



Figure 4 - The sequence of nested squares with areas 3 % ,6,11,21,41,
Rakocevic's Golden Mean per root His highlighted in red.



Table 1-

Figures

A comparison of the broken sides (X and X+l) of the squares shown:

Area of Square Xfapprox.l X + I fapprox.1 XfX+11 Xz + fX+lP fX+112
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3 sq. units
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(Rakocevic 's Golden Mean per root 3)
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.6180339... 1.6180339... 1
(phi) (Phi)

.7247448 . . . 1.7247448 ... 1 %
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1 2 2
(Rakocevic 's Golden Mean per root 9)

1.1583123... 2.1583123... 2%
(Rakocevic 's Golden Mean per root 11)
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1.7912878... 2.7912878... 5

2 3 6
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Notice that the values in the last three columns on ti
values. The Golden Mean generates exact
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Because many Metallic Means and Golden Mean per root values have been
generated after only a few partial iterations of the sequence, the name 'Alloy Sequence'
suggests itself; Alloy Sequences, in turn, generate 'Alloy Spirals.' For the spiral, all the
squares must nest either clockwise or counter-clockwise. Figures 5 and 6 show the partial
Alloy Sequences 1 % 2,3,5, 9,17,33 and 4, 7,13,25,49 with the shorter lengths of all the
broken sides highlighted in red. This forms stepped Alloy Spirals. Figure 7 shows a
concatenation of points from all three partial sequences in Figures 2,3 and 4 (the points
where the sides of squares are broken are overlaid). Many Alloy Sequences thus overlaid
would yield an Alloy Spiral with smooth arms.



Figure 5 - This shows the Alloy Sequence, 1 %, 2, 3, 5, 9,17, 33, with the shorter lengths
of all the broken sides highlighted in red, forming a stepped Alloy Spiral



Figure 6 - This shows the Alloy Sequence, 4, 7,13,25,49, with the shorter lengths of all
the broken sides highlighted in red, forming a stepped Alloy Spiral.
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Figure 7 - This shows a concatenation of points from all three Alloy Sequences in
Figures 2,3 and 4 (the points where the sides of squares are broken are
overlaid). Many Alloy Sequences thus overlaid would yield an Alloy Spiral
with smooth arms,
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The drawings in this paper were made by hand and therefore are not exact It will
be interesting to see if the Alloy Spiral, smooth or stepped, is found in Nature. The writer
has noticed that the stepped Alloy Spiral shown in Figure 6 corresponds very closely to his
index finger phalanges and metacarpal bone.
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